We find a closed form for the Seiberg-Witten (SW) map between the ordinary and noncommutative (NC) Dirac-Born-Infeld actions. We show that, in the zero slope limit, the NC Maxwell action after the exact SW map can be regarded as the ordinary Maxwell action coupling to a metric deformed by gauge fields. We also show that the reversed procedure by the inverse SW map leads to a similar interpretation in terms of induced NC geometry. This implies that noncommutativity in field theory can be interpreted as field dependent fluctuations of spacetime geometry, which genuinely realizes an interesting idea recently observed by Rivelles.
Dirac-Born-Infeld Action
We revisit here the equivalence between noncommutative (NC) and ordinary gauge theories discussed in [1] . We leave the geometry of spacetime background fixed and concentrate, instead, on the dynamics of open string sectors of the theory. To be specific, we consider open strings attached on Dp-branes in flat spacetime, with metric g µν , in the presence of a constant NeveuSchwarz B-field. 1 We define a parameter describing the size of a string as
which is a useful expansion parameter in a low energy effective action of D-branes. The worldsheet action is
where the string worldsheet Σ is the upper half plane parameterized by −∞ ≤ τ ≤ ∞ and 0 ≤ σ ≤ ∞ and ∂Σ is its boundary. The propagator evaluated at boundary points [1] is
where ǫ(τ ) is the step function. Here
5)
G µν = g µν − κ 2 (Bg −1 B) µν , (1.6)
From Eqs. (1.5) and (1.7), we have the following relation
(1.8)
The object G µν has a simple interpretation as the effective metric seen by the open strings while g µν is the closed string metric. Furthermore the coefficient θ µν has a simple interpretation as
That is, x µ are coordinates on a NC space with noncommutativity parameter θ [2, 3] .
1 Here we will take g µν with either Lorentz or Euclidean signature since the signature is inconsequential in our discussions. Also we take B µν with rank r = p + 1, µ, ν = 0, 1, · · · , p, for simplicity, although our discussion applies equally well to the case r < p + 1.
For a slowly varying approximation of neglecting derivative terms, i.e., √ κ| ∂F F | ≪ 1, the open string effective action on a D-brane was shown to be given by the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [4] . Seiberg and Witten, however, showed [1] that an explicit form of the effective action depends on the regularization scheme of two dimensional field theory defined by the worldsheet action (1.2) or (1.3), which is related to field redefinition in spacetime.
A sigma model path integral with Pauli-Villars regularization preserves the ordinary gauge symmetry of open string gauge field. With such a regularization, the effective action of a Dbrane can depend on B and F = dA only in the combination F + B, since there is a symmetry A → A + Λ, B → B − dΛ, for any one-form Λ. In this case, the spacetime low energy effective action on a single Dp-brane is given by the DBI action:
where
Note that the effective action is expressed in terms of closed string variables g µν , B µν and g s . With a point-splitting regularization [1] , the spacetime effective action is expressed in terms of NC gauge fields and has the NC gauge symmetry on the NC spacetime defined by Eq. (1.9). In this description, the analog of Eq. (1.10) is
The action depends on the open string variables G µν , θ µν and G s , where the θ-dependence is entirely in the ⋆ product in the field strength F :
The DBI action (1.12) is definitely invariant under
The ambiguity related to the choice of regularization scheme is a well-known field redefinition ambiguity present in the effective action reconstructed from the S-matrix. Thus the two descriptions with different regularizations should be related by a spacetime field redefinition. Indeed, Seiberg and Witten found a transformation from ordinary to NC gauge fields in a way that preserves the gauge equivalence relation between ordinary and NC gauge symmetries [1] . The Seiberg-Witten (SW) map relating the gauge potentials and field tensors to the first order in θ is given by
15)
Since the commutative and NC descriptions arise from the same open string theory depending on different regularizations and the physics should not depend on the regularization scheme, Seiberg and Witten [1] argued that
The equivalence (1.17) may also be understood by the difference of the path integral prescription for the open string ending on a D-brane [5] . If B field is constant, the term involving the B field in the action (1.2) or (1.3) can be treated as a part of kinetic term or as a part of boundary interaction, since it is quadratic in string variables. In the former case we get the NC DBI action (1.12) and in the latter case the ordinary one (1.10). Since the two are obtained by evaluating the same Polyakov string path integral, it establishes that the NC DBI action is equivalent to the ordinary one.
First of all, the equivalence (1.17) determines the open string coupling constant G s by demanding that for F = F = 0 the constant terms in the actions using the two sets of variables are the same:
. 
In what follows, we will often use the matrix notation:
Later we will also consider the equivalence in terms of closed string variables.
As was explained in [1] , there is a general description with an arbitrary θ associated with a suitable regularization that interpolates between Pauli-Villars and point-splitting. This freedom is basically coming from the fact that the gauge invariant combination of B and F in open string theory is M = κ(B + F ). Thus there is a symmetry of shift in B keeping fixed B + F . Given such a symmetry, we may split the B field into two parts and put one in the kinetic part and the rest in the boundary interaction part. By taking the background to be B or B ′ , we should get a NC description with appropriate θ or θ ′ , and different F 's. Hence we can write down a differential equation that describes how A(θ) and F (θ) should change when θ is varied, to describe equivalent physics [1] : [6] . Especially, for the case of a rank one gauge field with constant F , the equation (1.22) can be easily solved to be
The freedom in the description just explained above is parameterized by a two-form Φ from the points of view of the NC geometry on the worldvolume of the branes. In this case the change of variables found by Seiberg and Witten [1] is given by
The effective action in these variables are modified to
For every background characterized by B, g µν and g s , we thus have a continuum of descriptions labelled by a choice of Φ. Indeed, for Φ = B where G = g, G s = g s and ϑ = 0, S Φ recovers the commutative description (1.10) while Φ = 0 is the NC description by (1.12). So we end up with the most general form of the equivalence for slowly varying fields, i.e., √ κ| 
Interestingly, the action (1.28) is exactly the same as the DBI action obtained using the ζ-function regularization scheme by Andreev and Dorn [5] (their Eq. (2.24)).
Exact Seiberg-Witten Map and Induced Gravity
In this section we will discuss the meaning of the equivalence (1.27) in the description of open strings from the field theory point of view. The equivalence between the action (1.10), expressed in the form (1.28), and the action (1.26) immediately implies that
What is the meaning of the equivalence (2.1) ? First note that the left hand side of Eq. (2.1) is the NC description preserving NC gauge symmetry and ϑ appears only in the ⋆ product of the field strength F µν . On the other hand, the right hand side of Eq. (2.1) is the commutative description preserving ordinary gauge symmetry and ϑ explicitly appears in the commutative DBI action. Next we see from the argument in section 4.1 in [1] that Eq. (2.1) is consistent with the differential equation (1.22) defining the map, e.g., (1.15) and (1.16), between ordinary and NC gauge fields. Therefore we regard the right hand side of Eq. (2.1) as the SW map of the left hand side, i.e., NC DBI action labelled by the two-form Φ, valid for every value of the parameters. We will illustrate this assertion for the case Φ = 0 and for p = 3, for definiteness, although our following argument goes equally well through for general cases. Note that Eq. (2.1) in the Φ = B case where ϑ = 0 is a trivial identity since both sides are equally commutative descriptions.
For the case Φ = 0 and p = 3, the identity (2.1) reduces to
where we recovered the original dimensionful parameter 1/κ 2 . Now we will take the zero slope limit κ → 0, keeping fixed G µν and θ µν , defined by [1] 
This limit leads to a remarkable identity: 5) where, for the first two leading terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2.3), we used the fact that
Here we further discuss the ambiguity for the constant F mentioned in footnote 2. For constant F whose exact map is given by Eq. (1.23), the identity (2.5) is not quite true since the right hand side contains an additional factor det(1 + F θ). The reason is that total derivatives have been ignored in the analysis and it causes an information loss through boundary terms. We argued that Eq. (2.5) defines an exact nonlinear action of the SW deformed electrodynamics. Note that the identity (2.5) holds for an arbitrary constant open string metric G µν . As a simple but important example, we may take G µν = η µν , i.e., Minkowski spacetime. Eq. (2.5) then take a cute form
If we introduce an effective non-symmetric "metric" induced by the dynamical gauge fields such that
the NC Maxwell action after the SW map formally looks like the ordinary Maxwell theory coupled to the "induced metric" g µν :
It is simple to derive the exact equation of motion from the action (2.8) or (2.10) (here we use the notation in (2.10) as more than a bookkeeping notation):
Recently Rivelles observed [8] that after the SW map the action for NC field theories can be regarded as an ordinary field theory coupling to a field dependent gravitational background. Our result genuinely realizes his intriguing idea. The linearized gravitational coupling of the action (2.10) exactly reproduces the result, Eq. (17), in [8] . It should be remarked that the gravitational field in the action (2.10) cannot be interpreted just as a fixed background since it depends on the dynamical gauge field. Now we will show that our result in Eq. (2.8) is consistent with the results in [9] where it was proved that the terms of order n in θ in the action via the SW map form a homogeneous polynomial of degree n + 2 in F (Proposition 3.1) and explicitly presented the deformed action up to order θ 2 . It is obvious that Eq. (2.8) satisfies their Proposition 3.1. The explicit form of the θ-expanded action in [9] has the following expression using the matrix notation (1.20) 4 :
It is straightforward to reproduce the result (2.12) from Eq. (2.8) using the formulas
Another interesting case arises from the choice Φ µν = −B µν , which naturally appears in the matrix model [1, 10] . In this case, using the metric g µν with Euclidean signature instead,
The DBI action related to the matrix model has more natural description, so called, background independent formulation, in terms of closed string variables [10] . Using the relation (2.13), the equivalence (1.27) can be recast as 2π
We point out that the identity in Eq. (2.16) can also be exactly reproduced from the equivalence (1.27) if the NC DBI action (1.26) is expressed instead in terms of closed string variables using 4 To avoid a confusion, we point out that F 2 = F µν F µν in [9] corresponds to our −F 2 = F µν F νµ in the matrix notation (1.20) .
the relations (1.24) and (1.25). One can check that our result (2.16) is consistent with the exact SW map obtained by completely independent way in [6] .
As was discussed in [10] , X µ are background independent, i.e., θ-independent, and can be used to describe the coordinates on D-branes for all values of θ. Thus one can see that both sides of Eq. (2.16) are background independent since the integral measure
, which is a trace over a Hilbert space of the algebra (1.9) [3] , and F + B are background independent objects. Similar to Eq. (2.1), Eq. (2.16) also defines a map between NC (matrix) and commutative descriptions, but now in terms of inverse SW map. Note that
In the zero slope limit, κ → 0, now keeping fixed g µν and g 2 Y M , if we can make an ignorance similar to Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain an intriguing identity 1 4g
where F = B + F and
A naive interpretation of the identity (2.19) may be that fluctuations F (and so F ) with respect to the background B induces fluctuations of (NC) geometry from matrix model side. It will be very interesting if one can understand this picture from D0-brane perspective.
Discussion
Our results in the present paper may have many interesting implications in both string theory and field theory. In particular we showed that the dual description via SW map includes a fluctuating geometry induced by gauge fields and noncommutativity, in a sense, reflects the presence of a fluctuating "medium". The spacetime geometry (nonsymmetric gravity [11] ) determined by the metric (2.9) does deserve further study. The geometry to the leading order in θ was studied in [8] where it was also observed that the plane wave solution in [12] corresponds to a geodesic motion of massless particles in that gravitational field. There are several interesting open issues for the future: Non-Abelian generalization [13] , an exact SW map for DBI actions with derivative corrections [14] , and to find an exact SW map for currents by incorporating matter fields [6, 15] . It will surely be interesting to reexamine noncommutative U(1) instantons [16] in view of the action (2.10), which may be helpful to ponder topological issues in the commutative description via the SW map. We will report our progress on these issues elsewhere in the near future.
